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By Hera Lindsay Bird

Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Without doubt the most arresting and original new young poet, on the page and in
performance - Carol Ann DuffyNew Zealand s best-selling collection, from the mysterious force
behind such poems as Monica (the one from Friends) and Keats is Dead so F**k Me from Behind this
impressive debut has established Hera Lindsay Bird as a good girl.with many beneficial thoughts
and feelings.with themes as varied as snow and tears, the poems in this collection shine with the
fantastic cream of who she is.juxtaposing many classical and modern breezesBird turns her
prescient eye on love and loss, and what emerges is like a helicopter in fog.or a bejewelled
Christmas sleigh, gliding triumphantly through the contemporary aesthetic desert.this is at once an
intelligent and compelling fantasy of tenderness.heart-breaking and charged with trees.without
once sacrificing the forest.whether you are masturbating luxuriously in your parents sleepout.or
pushing a pork roast home in a vintage pram.this is the book for you.heroically and compulsively
stupid.whipping you once again into medieval sunlight.PRAISE FOR HERA LINDSAY BIRD I think
there s a pretty strong case which suggests Hera Lindsay Bird is like...
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A new electronic book with a new perspective. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will be change the instant
you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Dr. Constantin Marks II-- Dr. Constantin Marks II

This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noemie Hyatt-- Noemie Hyatt
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